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had been brought from different parts of the Arctic Ocean.
Their salt content varies in accordance with the quantity of
fresh water poured out by the great rivers, the composition
of the floor of the sea and the currents. And the salt content
in its turn influences the ice formation.
Her friend opposite was comparing meteorological data,
the strength and the direction of the wind, temperature,
fog, moisture. Elsewhere stones and earth were being
analysed by geologists from samples sent by expedition
centres in the Far North of Asia. White owls, stream-
lined gulls, miniature penguins, foxes, hares and squirrels
stand on the shelves in the biologists quarters. The naked
embryo of a Polar bear, as small as a human hand, grins
out of the bottle of spirit in which he is preserved for eternity,
half-finished.
Geology, geophysics, geodesy, oceanography, biochem-
istry, biology, hydrochemistry, ice analysis. ... To the
three hundred and fifty members of the Institute they are
elements of strategy in a war of conquest against the ice cap
of the world. Behind their books and preparations they see
a fata Morgana; a greater yield of Arctic mines, safer shipping
in the Polar sea, the extension of flying seasons into the
winter, flying hours throughout the night, more certain
weather forecasts for the world from the centre of its meteor-
ological moods, increases of fur from the forests and steppes
of the North.
(We supply the scientific armoury for the battle against
the Arctic. Our team of research workers and scientists
form the cadre of officers to our Northern Army.* So the
work was explained to me by Professor Samoilovitch. The
close contact and intercourse between theoretical investiga-
tion and practical construction in the Arctic is a chief point
of satisfaction to him and his brigade. The greater the
economic yield and progress in the North, the deeper their
consciousness of having contributed to the increasing wealth
of the nation.
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